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Very few cities in the world are like New York in terms of culinary dichotomy where you can find
fabulous seafood at the Mediterranean Restaurant NYC. The big apple has become a place of
choice for international professionals with sharp business acumen. But it will be a mistake to
consider New Yorkerâ€™s as just workaholic people. They very well know how to let their hair down and
party to the hilt. The people of New York have an appetite for variety and this holds true for
gastronomy as well. The Turkish Restaurant in Brooklyn precisely caters to this.

Situated at 35 Neptune Avenue, 1001 Nights restaurant is a Brooklyn Turkish Restaurant that
serves not just the traditional Mediterranean dishes, but the whole Middle Eastern dining
experience. It is not just the name that sets this restaurant apart, but the whole 14th century
ambiance with draped curtains gives it a feel of some other era. You can see the stories of legends
and famous quotes from the local folklore on the walls. This Seafood Restaurant Brooklyn gives you
the modern comfort in a traditional set up. The restaurant is air cooled and has free Wi Fi for the
people who wish to surf the internet on their smart devices.

However, you can still relax back and chat over a hookah and chill over a traditional wine. The
Mediterranean Restaurant NYC treats you like royalty with very polite waiters guiding you through
the menu. Beautiful girls offer live entertainment with a belly dancing show. What follows is a
scrumptious meal of exotic delicacies. From tasty lamb shish kebab or chicken shish kebab to
Tandoori Samsa (meatballs), the appetizers are followed by main course menu accompanied by
side dishes.  The Seafood Restaurant Brooklyn offers fresh fishes grilled or barbequed as per the
customerâ€™s choice.

The extraordinary setting and great hospitality offered by 1001 Nights restaurant is well
complimented by the wonderful dishes from the world famous master chef who is renowned for this
talent of blending contemporary dishes with ancient way of cooking. It is also possible to celebrate
festivities of togetherness like birthday or anniversary at the Brooklyn Turkish Restaurant.
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